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Issy Arbuckle waited for the M33 as she always did on Thursdays - impatiently. The 

rain was getting heavier and the choice of her summer anorak had proved to be a poor 

one. Thursday was Issy’s WRVS day at the new super hospital, a place she had already 

decided she did not care for. Her right leg stump was throbbing and the sharp stabbing 

in her phantom right Achilles tendon was back. Under the new Freeways Express’ 

schedule the M33 journey now took fifteen minutes longer, making the C73 onward 

connection tricky. Unlike the M33, the C73 operated by First Bus was almost always on 

time.  
 

Issy could just see the roof of the M33 at the terminus beside the train station, 

roughly a quarter of a mile away. In her prime she would have been able to run that 

distance in under a minute but now, after the failed operation to save her knee after the 

motorway pile-up, the terminus was out of range without her mobility scooter. Since she 

would be away for most of the day she could not risk leaving her scooter at the terminal 

or bus stop and so had struggled on her sticks.   
 

The M33 was always late on Thursdays. Issy blamed Sharleen the driver. Sharleen 

was a smoker, her breath reeked of it and her fingers, both hands, were a bright Golden 

Virginia yellow. Last week when challenged about why she was running late, Sharleen had 

shrugged it off with: "Waitin' fur the train, right?" 

"The trains are every hour on a Thursday, as you well know. You are due to leave 

twenty-five minutes before the up train arrives and twenty-three minutes before the 

down train. Be aware, young woman, that I have already reported your lackadaisical 

approach to time-keeping." 

"Get a life, ya grumpy auld bugger.” 

"I heard that Sharleen McConachie. You were always trouble at school, perhaps the 

laziest girl I ever came across in thirty-five years of teaching PE.”  
 

Issy could see the M33 was now on the move, running twelve minutes late, gathering 

speed. Issy stuck her hand out, sticking to protocol. However, the bus did not slow down 

and raced past through a large puddle, throwing up a tidal wave of muddy water on Issy, 

completing the job the rain had started. Issy could see that the bus was empty except 

for a single passenger who, contrary to regulations, was standing beside Sharleen. Both 

were smoking. Issy saw the glee on their faces and the blatant V-sign from the man. She 

recognised him as Daryl Donaldson, a contemporary of Sharleen's from Causeyhead High.  
 

Defeated, Issy Arbuckle trudged back the short distance to her adapted ground 

floor flat and stripped off to shower. Even without the prosthetic in place the pain in 

her phantom right ankle stabbed viciously.   
 

Settled with a strong coffee and two paracetamols to deaden the pain, she sent an 

apologetic email to the WRVS Organiser explaining her predicament and promising to be 

back on the following Thursday. 
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Calm again, she used her iPad to send a detailed explanatory and complaining email to 

Freeways Express. She noted from their haphazard website the Proprietor was William 

McConachie, whom she knew was a man with a bad reputation locally. On this basis she 

did not hold out much hope of remedial action but she sent off her complaint anyway. A 

few hours later a reply arrived, penned by someone called Sylvia McConachie, Operations 

Manager. 
 

"Dear Miss Arbukle,  
 

I have comprised a full investigation into your complaint and found to be both no true 

and groundless. The driver in question said you were no at that bus stop the day. And she 

has witness at her side who swears you were no there. 
 

Evidentially it was no wan of our buses you saw so there is no nothing that can be 

done about it. 
 

Ms Sylvia Clare McConachie, Operations Manager."  
 

Faced with this impasse, Issy decided to ring her cousin. Maisie had helped when she 

needed support in the aftermath of her car accident, paying for a complete overhaul of 

her flat including a new bathroom and kitchen, even offering to her buy a new adapted 

car, which she had gracefully declined as the thought of driving again had made her break 

out in cold sweats. Instead Maisie had provided an enclosed mobility scooter; a model 

manufactured in Canada by a firm called Daymak.com and which claimed to be the best 

in the world; and certainly fast enough for Issy to cope with.  
 

As frequently happened when Issy rang Maisie, the phone clicked immediately to an 

answering machine. She decided instead of leaving a message she would draft an email 

about the M33 situation. As an afterthought, she forwarded her own email of complaint 

with Sylvia McConachie’s reply. If nothing else, getting everything off her chest made 

Issy feel better. She set up her easel and began to paint. This was a new passion and she 

was soon absorbed.  
 

When the light began to fade she packed up for the day. The intermittent rain had 

turned to a downpour. “I’m glad I didn’t get caught in that. Perhaps Sharleen did me a 

favour,” Issy said to her cat Chuckles.  
 

      oo0oo 

 

The three emails from her forty-second-cousin arrived via the remailing 

firewall/filter service which ensured that Maisie Kaywoodi received only genuine bug free 

emails. As she read them Maisie became annoyed, then angry. William McConachie (aka 

Big Willie Mac) had been on Maisie’s radar for the last few months. Big Willie’s links with 

the Manchester drug baron Desmond Rafferty had been strong enough for Raymond 

Warnock, the Glasgow underworld money lender to put up the surety money for the 
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Freeways Express’ franchise. He had also provided a further loan to allow sufficient 

funds to rent the fleet of single-deckers from the administrator of the now defunct 

Blue Eagle Buses, the previous incumbent of the package of routes that Freeways 

Express now covered from their garage two miles outside Causeyhead. Maisie had 

checked on Google Earth: the Freeways Express garage was a run-down, ramshackle group 

of buildings located in the derelict post-industrial hinterland to the south and east of 

Glasgow. 
 

She then checked the history of Blue Eagle Buses and its owners Tom and Jan 

Collingwood. What she discovered made her doubly angry. This couple had operated a 

legitimate business but had been ousted in a dubious tendering process. Shortly 

afterwards their home had been the subject of an arson attack in which their three toy 

poodles, two Siamese cats and a huge aquarium of salt water tropical fish had perished. 

According to the Causeyhead Herald, Tom and Jan were good people who had participated 

vigorously in community affairs and supported many local charities.   
 

From her research Maisie knew William McConachie also had a controlling interest in 

Causey Cabs. This recently created entity was gradually muscling out legitimate 

operators. The majority of this small fleet of white Skodas was driven by recently 

arrived immigrant men operating on false documents. These men were said to be working 

long hours for low wages on the promise each would eventually be given a proper taxi 

operator’s licence and could move on to work legally. The set-up suggested both the bus 

and taxi operation were being used to launder drugs money. More sinister was the 

persistent rumour of complainants being quietly ‘disappeared’. The official line was that 

these men had moved back to Manchester.   
 

After years as a minnow, William McConachie was starting to swim with the sharks, 

spreading pain and destroying lives in the process.  The complaint from Issy Arbuckle 

tipped the scales and Maisie decided now was the time for action against Big Willie Mac 

and his growing empire. Carpe Diem! 
 

      oo0oo  
 

Posing as Roberta Browning, Maisie rang Freeways Express. Sylvia answered in her 

best telephone voice. 
 

"Hiya, Freeways Express, Sylvia McConachie, Operations Manager here. How can I 

help?" 

"Hi to you too, Sylvia. This is Bobbie Browning, On-Site Valet Services Inc. I have a 

great deal for you today. Check your email. I am authorised to offer you a once off, no 

charge to you, full valet on all your buses. Yeah? You see it, honey?  

"Duzzit covar a’ twinty-five buses?" 

"Have you opened the PDF, honey? That's the key. Did you know your buses are about 

to be subjected to a snap inspection by SPT? Seems that someone called Ms Arbuckle 

has reported them as dirty and some of your drivers have been smoking inside the 
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vehicles. Bad news all round. The SPT inspection is imminent, maybe tomorrow. Trust me 

on this Sylvia, honey. I have good contacts at SPT, if you get my drift. Now, heads up, I 

can have my crew there with you at eight tonight just as the first of your fleet comes 

off shift, yeah?" 

"No way! Christ, wait till oor William gets ahauda this, he'll explode, so he will." 

"So, honey, have you clicked to accept, on the PDF? That's all I need. If you find us 

satisfactory, I'll call back tomorrow to arrange a meet with you to agree terms. Can't 

say better than that, yeah?" 

"Kin Ah jist check? Absolutely nae charge fur this, right? William is tight oan these 

things but he's away the noo. Ootta range, he said." 

"Sylvia, honey, let me state this categorically, there is no charge for this one off, 

free of charge intro offer, yeah?" 

"So, Ah just click on "Agree", is that right?" 

"Yeah, click to GO! Good. I gotcha now, honey. See you at eight o'clock tonight. Oh, 

and Sylvia, honey, did you want your own Merc done too? If so I'll send round Janey now, 

she's our best valet girl. No charge." 

"Really? Kin she get it ready fur hauf-five? Ah'm meetin ma sister-in-law it the Gym 

latur, OK?" 

"Right, honey, you got it! Janey'll be with you in twenty, OK?" 

"Thanks, thanks a lot. Hey, whit did ye say yer name wuz again?" 

“Bobbie, Bobbie Browning, On-Site Valet Services Inc., all the way from the Big 

Apple. Heads up, Sylvia, Janey'll be with you in twenty, OK?" 

 

The Mimic virus implanted in the Freeway Express operating system registry was 

already at work, replicating the files and emails to Maisie's dedicated laptop. The 

countdown estimated one hour and forty-three minutes. Maisie left it to do its work and 

drove to the secure lock-up to transfer to the white Transit van and kit herself as Janey 

Inglis. 
 

The van bearing the magnetic decals for "On-Site Valet Services" arrived at the 

Causeyhead garage a few minutes later than promised. Maisie was now Janey, dressed in 

a white clean-room suit with its hood snug around her face, her striking blue eyes hidden 

by pink-tinted wrap-around sunglasses. 
 

“Hey you, yer late! That Bobbie wan said twinty minutes. An’ that wuz nearly 

threequarturs-ay- an-hoor ago.” 
 

Sylvia McConachie was a dyed blond with a good figure spoiled by an oversized 

backside. She was dressed in a tight-fitting black Dolce & Gabbana tee-shirt, dark green 

leggings and new Nike-Air trainers. Maisie estimated Sylvia to be in her late forties, 

hoping to pass for late thirties. She wore an assortment of rings and bangles but nothing 

on the third finger of her left hand. 

"Hey you yersel, geeza break. Traffic is bad the day an' yer no that easy tae find, 

ur ye? Bloody back a beyond, this place, doon a wee windy road." 

"Did she no tell ye Ah need tae get away fur hauf-five?" 
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"Bobbie? Aye, she did, so staund back an let the dug see the rabbit. Huv ye goat yer 

keys?" 

 

The only other employee at the Freeways Express garage was an older man called 

Tommy who was trying to fit a very ropey looking tyre onto a bus wheel. It was obvious 

that the wheel rim was badly damaged. When fitted the tyre would not hold air. At each 

effort Tommy re-heated the rim with a blowtorch then hammered at it, trying to knock 

it into shape. The workshop area was littered with similarly damaged wheels and worn 

tyres. It was clear to Maisie that this garage would fail any safety inspection. At ten to 

five Tommy gave up on his efforts, revved up his ancient Clio and drove off in a cloud of 

blue smoke.  
 

At twenty-five past five the silver Merc 500 SEL looked as good as it could be, given 

that it was ten years old. 
 

Sylvia emerged with her DG handbag slung over her shoulder and toting a lime green 

sports bag.  
 

"My God, it looks great! Ah take it back; ye've made it like new. Hey, whit’s that 

smell?" 

"Lavender an Lime. Here's an extra wee capsule fur ye. Look, sorry aboot the delay 

and that. OK? Can I use yer loo, Ah'm bursting?" 

“Aye, sure. It’s in the back there. It’s no that flash but Ah keep it spick and span. 

Ye cannae be too careful wi bugs an’ that, kin ye?” 

“How right ye ur on that wan. That’s why Ah always wear this mask, right?” 

“Yeah, course, aye. An’ see that rid button ower there, just gee it a jab fur the big 

roller when ye leave, right, an pull the gates shut but don’t lock the padlock, right? Look, 

Ah need tae get oan ma way. Jist wait til oor Veronica sees this!"  

“If it’s OK with you, I’ll just hang about until the others come, right? Bobbie says 

this is a great opportunity for us tae move up tae the big league, right?” 

“Suit yerself, hen. Wee Uncle Tommy’ll no be back tae aboot midnight tae check them 

ower, fuel them up an’ that. So, Janey, hen, ye’ll be aw right oan yer ain, then? Tae tell 

ye the truth, this place gees me the bloody heebie-geebies, stuck away out here in the 

wilderness? An Ah’m sure there’s rats though Ah huvnae actually seen wan. Ah don’t know 

why Ah gee’d in tae oor William.  Ah suppose it wiz the caur. Ah used to work in Asda, at 

Custimur Services.” 

“Yeah, sure. Ah’ll have a wee snooze in my van, right?” 
 

The elderly Merc zoomed away. Maisie watched it on her iPad using the GPS tracker 

module located behind the panelling in Sylvia’s car boot. When the car reached the M8 

motorway Maisie moved to the office area to check the computers and the filing cabinets. 
 

      oo0oo 
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Just over an hour later she had what she needed. Exiting the compound, she closed 

the gates and secured them with a heavy duty chain and padlock. Into the padlock she 

squirted a full tube of superglue.  
 

From a vantage point near the M8, she activated the series of explosive devices and 

soon the Freeways Express buildings were ablaze, creating a huge plume of dark smoke.  
 

Because of the remoteness and the confusing messages received from various callers 

about the site location, the Fire and Rescue Service were slow to respond. When their 

wagons did arrive, they became involved with the buses returning to be garaged for the 

night. The access road was soon blocked and a heated debate broke out between drivers 

keen to enter the compound to park their buses and try to remove their cars from danger.  
 

Police Scotland was called and sent two patrol cars to try to sort out the chaos. A 

diligent young police officer called Elisha Ritchie used her iPhone to snap the bus 

registration and car registration numbers. Later, at her desk in Causeyhead Police 

Station she discovered from DVLA records that nearly half of the Freeways Express 

buses and their drivers’ cars were operating without either road tax or insurance. 
 

This led her to continue her probing to discover that many of the Freeway Express 

drivers did not hold PSV licences. This list included two names she recognised from 

schooldays: the odious Sharleen McConachie and the arrogant bully Daryl Donaldson.  
 

      oo0oo 

 

Back at her penthouse flat Maisie checked the data received from the Mimic virus. 

Among the dross of carelessly protected files she found what she was looking for.  
 

The important account was entitled “Birdcage Holdings, Manchester Ltd”, with a 

current balance of £3.2 M. The amount was lodged in a bank in Jersey and operated 

jointly by William Walter McConachie and Raymond Albert Warnock. Conveniently 

William McConachie operated a very poor system for passwords and soon this money went 

on an electronic journey through various cut-out intermediary banks before landing 

happily in the Margaret Miller Foundation No 2 account homed in a discreet bank located 

on the Isle of Man.  
 

Disappointingly, the personal account of William McConachie held only £49,753. 

Maisie removed it and sent it on a similar journey through a different set of phantom 

accounts and finally to the MMF No 2. 
 

The telephone system at Freeways Express had helpfully revealed a raft of 

telephone numbers, including the personal mobile phone numbers for that of McConachie, 

Warnock and Desmond Rafferty. 
 

Maisie forwarded these details to Professor Mel Colicii with her instructions. 
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Two hours later Desmond Rafferty received a text which appeared to come from 

Warnock: 
 

“That bastard Big Willie Mac’s emptied your Jersey account. He’s not answering his 

phone. Can you sort him? His sister Sylvia says he’s ‘out of range’, which probably means 

he’s in Thailand again.” 
 

Rather inconveniently for William McConachie he was not in Thailand but downstairs 

in Rafferty’s casino, playing roulette under the watchful eye of its owner’s CCTV system.  
 

“Terry, will ye look at this from Raymie.” 

“What the fuck is McConachie up to, Boss?” said his right-hand man with the bright 

green eyepatch.  

“Probably getting ready to run to Thailand, hide himself away on one o’ them islands 

wid his toy boys. Get yersel down there and invite him back to your place. Soften him up 

an’ find out where he’s moved the money to. And for fuck’s sake Terry, keep your guys 

under control. Ah don’t want him dead on us until we’ve got our money back, right?” 
 

“Right boss. I’ll tell him you’ve found him a few fresh-arsed boys for him to bugger. 

That’ll work, eh?” 
 

In the small hours of Friday morning William McConachie expired, taking the secret 

of his apparent heist with him to oblivion. On his journey of pain he did reveal many 

names, including that of Arijan Morina, his contact within the rival Albanian drug gang 

operating in the Causeyhead area. In the absence of any other rational explanation this 

link was accepted by Desmond Rafferty. He immediately sent three carloads of enforcers 

to bring Morina to Manchester for questioning. For good measure they were told to round 

up Raymond Warnock but to keep him apart from the Albanian.  
 

      oo0oo 

 

As Tom Collingwood watched the lunchtime news showing a re-run of the debacle at 

the Freeways Express garage, he received a surprise telephone call from his 

administrator. She advised that a business angel was willing to support Blue Eagle Buses 

out of administration. Cash would be made available to upgrade his fleet to include 

kneeling buses modified to take mobility scooters. An example of the sort of bus 

intended had been sourced by this investor with the request that it should operate 

immediately on a free trial basis on the M33 from Causeyhead Railway Station to 

Coatbridge Shopping Precinct.  
 

It took several weeks for Blue Eagle Buses to take over the entire package of routes 

vacated by the defunct Freeways Express.  
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Causey Cabs went in liquidation. Its fleet was taken over by the Collingwoods to be 

managed by Jan under the new name of All-Bar-None Taxis.  
 

i For more stories about Maisie Kaywood visit www.thebuzzinbee.co.uk 
 
ii For more about Prof Mel Colic read “Out of the Blues” at www.thebuzzibbee.co.uk 
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